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Recent technological progress in computer science, Web technologies, and the constantly evolving information 

available on the Internet has drastically changed the landscape of search and access to information. Current search 

engines employ advanced techniques involving machine learning, social networks, and semantic analysis.

Next Generation Search Engines: Advanced Models for Information Retrieval is intended for scientists and 

decision-makers who wish to gain working knowledge about search in order to evaluate available solutions and to 

dialogue with software and data providers. The book aims to provide readers with a better idea of the new trends in 

applied research.

Topics Covered:
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) Enabled  

 Search Engines

• Clustering

• Context-aware system, Mobile search engine

• Crosslingual search

• Customisation and Information retrieval

• Electronic discovery and legal search

• Human-centred search, visualization

• Index Design, Index Compression

• Information seeking and use,  

 information behaviour

• Metadata, e-sciences

• Mobile search, Personalization

• Photo database

• Quality measurement, retrieval effectiveness

• Question answering

• Scalability, Distributed Information Retrieval

• Semantic Search, Linguistic Ontologies

• Text Mining

• Web browsers, customization
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Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections. 

It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners and is ideal forclassroom use.
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